General Introduction

Semiconductor Tooling machine shop: Santa Clara, CA based tool shop located in the heart of Silicon Valley. This firm was a leader in the semiconductor tooling industry, supplying injection molds, transfer molds, plate molds, semi-automatic trim and form tooling, and custom tool designing throughout the USA, Asia, and Europe.

State of the art equipment, gently used, and in pristine condition. Includes everything needed to set up shop and start manufacturing, including all aperture plate tooling and set-up accessories.

Machine Shop Packaging
Price: USD$600,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS

Contact us if you have any questions. Appreciate your time!
1. ID: NMA-001
   Maker: Jay D. SPROUT Company Inc
   Model: 225 HTMP-1000
   Video: https://youtu.be/hochGRuOL74
   Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: 220 ton transfer mold press. Used only to test tooling for QA purposes before shipping product.

Asking Price: USD$30,000.00 at AS IS,WHERE IS.
2. ID: NMA-002
   Maker: Leblond Makino
   Model: EDNC64 With MGC LS 42 Float, LS44 Temp Sensor
   Video: https://youtu.be/UPHPAfjF4NE
   Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: The most advanced CNC EDM machine available, with an advantageous “rise and fall” tank design that offers real savings to the user. Exceptional thermal stability and superior accuracy necessary for unattended operation.

Asking Price: USD$60,000.00 at AS IS,WHERE IS.
3. ID: NMA-003
   Maker: Leblond Makino
   Model: EDNC64 With MGC 3 LS 42 Float, LS44 Temp Sensor
   Video: https://youtu.be/zn0EIR96Ce0
   Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: CNC EDM machine with rise and fall tank
Asking Price: USD$60,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
4. ID: NMA-004

Maker: CHARMILLES GENEVE
Model: Type 430 SN 42501, made in Switzerland
Video: https://youtu.be/X58KUDRWrOs
Photo: Please contact us if you need more photos.

Description: Charmilles high precision, semi-automatic EDM machine. Almost new condition.
Asking Price: USD$50,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
5. ID: NMA-005
   Maker: ELB Grinders Corp
   Model: Type SPA 2040-ND, No: 16847058, SCHLIFF
   Video: https://youtu.be/C8ZylgVI97A
   Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: High precision surface grinder. Accuracy within .0001 inches
Asking Price: USD$40,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
6. ID: NMA-006
   Maker: ELB Grinders Corp
   Model: Type SWBE 010NPC-K, No: 209030489, SCHLIIFF
   Video: https://youtu.be/q_ZubK9eIrg
   Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: High precision surface grinder manufactured in Germany with special concrete base (base manufactured in Switzerland). The concrete base ensures that the temperature remains consistent to maintain dimensional accuracy.

Asking Price: USD$45,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
7. ID: NMA-007
  Maker: LEBLOND MAKINO
  Model: FNC 74-A30
  Video: https://youtu.be/PbleUjlHfe0
  Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: Makino CNC milling machine. Very precise and accurate.

Asking Price: USD$45,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
8. ID: NMA-008
   Maker: Mori Seiki SK System Inc
   Model: Machining Center MV-45/40
   Video: https://youtu.be/Xln92Wuk3jM
   Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: Japanese manufactured milling machine. Used for placement of locator pins in tooling as needed.

Asking Price: USD$46,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
9. ID: NMA-009

Maker: Werkzeug ELB
Model: SPA 2030 V AI 86242
Video: https://youtu.be/-gWxVeyYtJc
Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: High precision surface grinder with 30 tool changer. Used only 3 holders of the 30.
Asking Price: USD$45,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
10. ID: NMA-010

Maker: Mori Seiki
Model: MV-65 MV 65/40 Machining Center
Video: https://youtu.be/OShYyx8RAbA
Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: High precision milling machine.

Asking Price: USD$65,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
11. ID: NMA-011
   Maker: Whacheon Machinery Co., LTD.
   Model: WL-435
   Video: https://youtu.be/_nBeEV8IEd0
   Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: Manual lathe. Brand new; never used.
Asking Price: USD$7,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
12. ID: NMA-012
   Maker: Bridgeport Machines Inc
   Model: 100991, SN J-99441
   Video: https://youtu.be/O9mshlQ3w18
   Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: Manual milling machine

Asking Price: USD$7,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS
13. ID: NMA-013

Maker: Bridgeport Machines Inc
Model: J259536 W/ ACU•RITE III Series I 2HP
Video: https://youtu.be/Rwr72sJpO64
Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: Manual milling machine
Asking Price: USD$7,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
14. ID: NMA-014

Maker: Yeong Chin Machinery Industries Co., LTD

Model: YC-1 1/2 VA SN 72531

Video: https://youtu.be/8mbzmlfcy3I

Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: Manual milling machine

Asking Price: USD$3,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
15. NMA-015

Maker: KENT Industrial Co., LTD

Model: KGS-250AHD

Video: [https://youtu.be/1pmK8rOQlew](https://youtu.be/1pmK8rOQlew)

Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: High precision surface grinder

Asking Price: USD$5,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
16. ID: NMA-016

Maker: SCHLIFF ELB Grinders Corp
Model: Type Star 1426 VAI Nr 16446117g
Video: [https://youtu.be/Jh4Qa1sf9Uo](https://youtu.be/Jh4Qa1sf9Uo)
Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: High precision ELB surface grinder

Asking Price: USD$18,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
17. ID: NMA-017

   Maker: MITUTOYO Coordinate Measuring
   Model: B-231, Code No. 806M-3
   Video: https://youtu.be/3BWqpLf3wTU
   Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: Three-axis coordinate measuring machine with Granite axes.

Asking Price: USD$15,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
18. ID: NMA-018
   Maker: Moore Special Tool Co., INC
   Model: JIG Grinder, No G18
   Video: https://youtu.be/teczquwjkrs
   Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

   Description: High precision JIG Grinder with many custom attachments
   Asking Price: USD$60,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
19. ID: NMA-019

Maker: CHALLENGER Boyar-Schultz, An Esterline Company,

Model: H612 Handfeed

Video: https://youtu.be/VWFA0OopLf0

Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: 6 x 12 surface grinder

Asking Price: USD$4,500.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
20. ID: NMA-020
   Maker: HARIG Products, Inc
   Model: Super 612
   Video: https://youtu.be/zJINAOnhUds
   Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: 6 x 12 Surface Grinder
Asking Price: USD$4,500.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
21. ID: NMA-021

Maker: MHT Mitsui High-tec, Inc
Model: Surface Grinder MSG-200MH
Video: https://youtu.be/4o2-vgK7hUI
Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: Dressing system with optical and digital controls to meet the demand for high precision form grinding. Able to achieve highly accurate dressing of perfectly blended forms. Fast, economical, and simple to use.

Asking Price: USD$15,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
22. ID: NMA-022

Maker: MHT Mitsui High-tec, Inc MITSUI MFG Co.,
Model: Surface Grinder MSG-200MH ID-NMA-022
Video: https://youtu.be/foBta3o-XkA
Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: Mitsui manual high precision surface grinder

Asking Price: USD$8,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
23. ID: NMA-023
   Maker: MHT Mitsui High-tec, Inc MITSUI MFG Co.,
   Model: Surface Grinder MSG-250SE
   Video: https://youtu.be/YYM_CCCitQo
   Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: Mitsui programmable, automatic surface grinder

Asking Price: USD$18,500.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.
24. ID: NMA-024
   Maker: Dodge / Scan
   Model: Estimator 24 Mark V Projection
   Video: https://youtu.be/zm4caY-DqNs
   Photo: Pls contact us if you need more photos.

Description: Micro fiche film reader
Asking Price: USD$1,000.00 at AS IS, WHERE IS.